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FOR MEN AND WOMEN
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NIGHTCARE REJUVENATING
HAND CREAM AND
EXFOLIATING FOOT SCRUB
If your feet and hands are in need of
improvements, these skincare products
will fix your ills while making you feel
pampered. To soften rough, dry hands,
NightCare’s Rejuvenating Hand Cream
moisturizes with a paraben-free formula that combines shea butter and
jojoba oils with vitamins A, D and E
to create a silky, non-greasy cream.
To soothe and soften those little piggies and hardened heels, NightCare’s
Exfoliating Foot Scrub contains natural
pumice suspended in a refreshing
aqua cool gel. The scrub gets rid of
calluses and rough flaky skin and
leaves feet feeling soft and smooth.
The scrub’s refreshing scent completes

SMART TRAY

this invigorating skin treatment. 6.5

Need more room? The ingenious Style

oz./$13 at www.nightcareproducts.com.

Pro 31 Smart Tray, invented by NFL pro
Bernard Pollard, is a convenient, portable, lightweight, and affordable foldout
tray that fits over most pedestal and traditional sinks to provide additional surface area and counter space (up to 288
square inches). It expands usable space
by allowing objects to be placed directly
on it—even with the water running. The
device also promotes safety by keeping electric appliances like blow dryers,
curling and flat irons and shavers—and
their cords—out of the sink and away
from water hazards. Similar to a food
tray, the Smart Tray even allows users to
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resistant and dishwasher safe. $39.99 at

round-up that’s rife with great ideas!
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Looking, feeling and radiating your

BLINGGUARD

Are you tired of the sore neck, shoulders,

What’s the point of wearing gorgeous

arms and hands you often get while

jewelry if it’s just going to slip and

blowing your hair out at home? Suffer no

slide out of place? BlingGuard has a

more, as you can get a salon blow-out

great solution with its BlingDots and

look at home without the pain with BLO &
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allowing two free hands to style your
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rings, lifting them up on the ear lobe

BLO & GO to your mirror or almost any

and positioning them perfectly. BlingDots

flat surface. It holds blow dryers of most
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and easy to use! More than just a blow

BlingWraps Invisible Ring Guards keeps

dryer holder, the BLO & GO is a styling

your stunning stones on top of your finger
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place. $14.99 at www.blingguard.com.
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BLO & GO

FROM FIRST TIME TO FIRST PLACE
A Multisport
Club for
EveryONE...
from
First Timer
to First Place
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